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Abstract—Efficient runtime resource allocation is critical to
the overall performance and energy consumption of many-core
systems. A region of free cores is allocated for each newly
launched application. The cores are deallocated when the corresponding applications finish execution. The frequent allocations
and deallocations of the cores might leave free cores scattered
(not forming a contiguous region). This situation is referred to
as fragmentation. Fragmentation could cause inefficient mapping
of the incoming applications, i.e. long communication distance
between communicating cores. This further leads to poor performance and high energy consumption. In this paper, we propose a
runtime defragmentation scheme that collects and reallocates the
scattered cores in close proximity. We first define a fragmentation
metric which is able to evaluate the scatteredness level of the free
cores. Based on this, the proposed algorithm is executed to bring
the scattered free cores together when the fragmentation metric
is over a certain predefined threshold. In this way, the contiguous
free core region is formed to facilitate efficient mapping of
the incoming applications. Moreover, the proposed algorithm
also aims to minimize the negative impact on the performance
of existing applications. Experimental results show that the
proposed defragmentation scheme reduces the overall execution
time and energy consumption by 42% and 41%, respectively,
when it is augmented to existing runtime mapping algorithms.
Moreover, a negligible overhead, accounting for only less than
2.6% of the overall execution time, is required for the proposed
defragmentation process. The proposed defragmentation scheme
is an effective resource management enhancement to existing
runtime mapping algorithms for many-core systems.
Index Terms—Defragmentation, application mapping, task migration, NoC

basic building blocks of modern data centers, which normally
consist of thousands of cores connected by a Network-onChip (NoC). Applications or user requests are launched and
serviced at runtime at the systems. With the help of runtime
application mapping algorithms (e.g., [3]–[5]), each application is allocated to a region of cores at runtime, and released
on completion.
Existing runtime mapping algorithms can be broadly classified into two types, contiguous [6] and non-contiguous
[7]. In non-contiguous mapping, the threads/tasks of each
application can be mapped to any free core. A disadvantage
of non-contiguous mapping is that, cores belonging to one
application might not form a contiguous region in close
proximity, leading to increased communication overhead. To
reduce communication distance, in contiguous mapping the
cores belonging to one application should form a contiguous
region with low communication distance. However, existing
mapping algorithms only focus on optimizing the performance
of each individual application, without considering the impact
of current mapping on future applications, leading to degraded
system performance. The reason is caused by a phenomenon
called fragmentation. Fragmentation refers to the situation
when free cores are scattered in the system, i.e., they are
not forming a contiguous region. As a result, the future
applications mapped on them lead to increased communication
distance and poor performance.
Incoming
Application A

I. I NTRODUCTION
To satisfy the ever increasing demands for high computational power coupled with the fast-paced development
in deep sub-micron technologies, many-core systems have
emerged as a promising solution [1], [2]. These systems are the
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the effect of fragmentation and defragmentation, where ∆t ≤ ti+1 − ti .
Fig. 1 illustrates the impact of fragmentation on the per-
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formance of a many-core system containing mesh connected
cores. In Fig. 1(a), the free cores are scattered, i.e., fragmentation is observed. Without any optimization, the incoming
application A has to be mapped to the two separate regions
as in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, application A suffers increased
communication overhead. On the other hand, if the free cores
are migrated to form a contiguous region by performing
defragmentation, application A can be mapped with much
lower communication distance, as shown in Fig. 1(c)(d).
Inspired by the defragmentation concepts in operating system memory management and disk management, we focus
on the reallocation of free cores, i.e., defragmentation, to
form a contiguous near-convex free core region for subsequent
incoming applications. This defragmentation scheme, named
Defrag, as an effective means of resource management, is an
augmentation to many existing runtime mapping algorithms.
A preliminary version of the Defrag scheme was presented in
[8]. This paper extends the works of [8] and has the following
main contributions:
1) Introducing new ways of quantifying the fragmentation
level, i.e., scatteredness of available (free) cores, which
is measured as fragmentation metric. Additionally, they
are evaluated based on their complexity. The fragmentation metric is used to determine whether to perform
defragmentation process or not at a particular time.
2) Defining defragmentation as an optimization problem to
bring scattered free cores into a near-convex contiguous
region, while minimally affecting the communication
quality of other running applications under a migration
constraint.
3) Introducing a low-cost defragmentation algorithm for
solving the optimization problem. The algorithm may
employ one of the newly proposed and evaluated path
search approaches that show trade-off between solution
quality and computational intensity.
4) The defragmentation algorithm is modified to make it
applicable to other mesh-like topologies, specially torus
and folded-torus.
5) Extensive evaluations that demonstrate significant reduction in overall execution time and energy consumption
when the proposed algorithm is augmented to existing
runtime mapping algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related literature. Section III introduces the problem
formulation along with other necessary model descriptions.
Section IV presents the proposed runtime defragmentation
scheme. The experimental results to evaluate our proposed
scheme augmented with existing runtime mapping algorithms
are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There have been several kinds of efforts for runtime resource
management of many-core systems. These efforts normally
perform contiguous or non-contiguous resource allocation.
For contiguous allocation, the resource management approaches try to select an optimal allocation region for application tasks [7], [9]–[13]. These approaches mainly focus
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on optimizing energy consumption and communication cost
of the applications. This is done by mapping communicating
tasks close to each other in a contiguous region in order
to reduce latency and traffic contention. However, they do
not consider the resulting status of the free cores after each
mapping. Combined with the fact that departure time of each
application is unknown, it is likely to leave the free cores in the
system scattered. This causes a negative impact on the overall
system performance, energy consumption and utilization due
to the restriction on usage of the free cores.
To increase the system utilization, another kind of resource
allocation approaches, referred to as non-contiguous allocation, has been explored (e.g., [6], [7], [14], [15]). These
approaches relax the contiguity constraint and enhance the
overall system performance. The algorithm reported in [6]
tries to allocate the tasks of the application in a contiguous
manner. When there is not enough space to map the application
contiguously, the contiguity constraint is adjusted and the
application is mapped in a non-contiguous manner. This enhances the system utilization. A similar algorithm is also found
in [7], but it considers the traffic sharing of the communication
channels as well. Since this kind of strategy passively allocates
the applications in a non-contiguous manner, it ignores the
possibility of reallocating the free cores before the mapping
of incoming applications.
There are also approaches that not only optimize the current
resource allocation, but also take the impact of current mapping on future applications into account in order to overcome
the limitations of above two kinds of allocation approaches.
This kind of strategy leaves a good shape of free cores
or gathers free cores together for the incoming application
mapping. In [16], the many-core system is divided into clusters
and is managed by its corresponding agents. If the incoming
application requires more cores than any single cluster can
provide, task migration is performed to combine the free cores
to make sufficient room for the application. The algorithm
described in [17] tries to minimize the fragmentation of free
cores by carefully choosing shape of the mapping region.
Our approach differentiates from this type of strategy by
focusing on the reallocation of free cores after departure of the
applications. We actively monitor the status of free cores and
perform necessary reallocation to facilitate efficient subsequent
mappings.
Another kind of resource allocation approaches consider
reallocation of tasks by employing migrations. In [18], the
cost of task migration is extensively investigated, where it is
claimed that the time overhead and energy consumption of task
migration are very minimal and thus acceptable for runtime
operations. In [19], task migration is performed whenever
applications are deallocated. It uses the recently deallocated
cores and tries to rearrange the current tasks in order to find a
better mapping for them. Although this method can enhance
the performance of existing applications, the free cores are
likely to be scattered, which imposes difficulty to map the next
application efficiently. In our proposed approach, by focusing
on the reallocation of free cores instead of migrating running
tasks on them, the shape of the free core regions is made
near convex to enhance quality of the subsequent mapping.
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TABLE I: Comparison of various runtime mapping approaches
Ref.
[20]
[6]
[7]
[16], [21], [22]
[17]
[19]

Contiguity
Adjustable
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Objective(s)
Perf. and Energy
Perf. and Energy
Perf.
Perf.
Perf. and Energy
Perf. and Energy

Run-time
Remap.
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

TABLE II:
Notations used in this paper
Variables for the Problem Formulation
An architectural graph of the many-core
system
N
A set of cores in G
A
An application task graph
M (ti )
A mapping function to allocate task ti
F
The value of fragmentation metric
C(M )
The communication cost under mapping
function M
Mo
The migration cost for altering the current
mapping
ni
The ith node in the G
xi
The x-coordinate of core ni
yi
The y-coordinate of core ni
ek,j
The communication dependency
between task tk and tj
Variables for the Defragmentation Algorithm
c(M, ni , nj ) The cost to move the free core ni to core nj
under mapping function M
ν(nv , nu )
The cost of the path to move free core nv
to core nu
G

Moreover, the migration path is carefully chosen to ensure
minimal impact on the performance of existing (running)
applications.
Table I shows a comparison of the runtime mapping approaches reported in the literature. Different from all the
mapping algorithms surveyed above, our proposed approach is
a runtime resource management method that brings scattered
free cores into close proximity while minimally affecting
executing applications and then performs mapping. Therefore,
our proposed approach can be viewed as an augment on
existing mapping algorithms.
III. M ODELS AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
To understand discussions in the later sections, this section
introduces notations, definitions and basic assumptions along
with the problem formulation. The important notations used
throughout the paper are summarized in Table II.
A. Definitions
Definition 1. The many-core system model consists of
W × H homogeneous cores connected by a 2D mesh network
with bidirectional links. Each core consists of a processing
unit, a memory unit, and a network interface. It is represented
as a directed graph G(N, L), where each vertex ni ∈ N
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represents a core and each arc lk,j ∈ L represents a link
between the cores nk and nj . xi and yi are respectively the
x and y coordinate of core ni . The resource management is
done by a centralized global master (GM) core.
Definition 2. Each application is modelled as a set of
communicating tasks. An application task graph A(T, E) is
a directed graph where each vertex ti ∈ T represents a task,
and each directed arc ek,j ∈ E represents the communication
dependency from tk to tj . The weight of each arc v(ek,j )
represents the communication volume in terms of number
of packets. The communication volume between two tasks
is known to us a priori by application profiling. The arrival
and departure time of the application are unknown. Each task
ti ∈ T is associated with its execution time w(ti ), measured as
worst-case execution time (WCET) when allocated on a core.
Such information can be obtained from previous executions
of the tasks. Each edge ek,j also has a data transmission time
w(ek,j ) given the data volume is v(ek,j ). The execution time
of an application is the makespan of the task graph.
Definition 3. A mapping function M assigns tasks of the
application to the cores of the many-core system. M (ti )
indicates the core where the task ti is mapped.
Definition 4. A near-convex contiguous region is defined as
a region of cores whose area is close to the area of its convex
hull [20], [23].
B. Different Fragmentation Metrics
Fragmentation metric F is used to evaluate the fragmentation level of a system. When the system is fragmented, the
free cores are (1) having long communication distance to each
other, and (2) scattered across the system rather than forming
a contiguous region. This phenomenon should be quantified
by a metric. Rather than evaluating the actual packet delay in
the system, fragmentation metric should be able to reflect the
fragmentation level accurately, with low computation overhead
at runtime. The fragmentation metric also acts as an early
alarm to trigger the defragmentation process if the value is
greater than a predefined threshold. We propose a number of
approaches to quantify this metric.
1) Perimeter based Approach: The fragmentation level can
be quantified by computing the length of perimeter enclosing
the free cores. This approach, named as Peri, results in the
smallest perimeter where the free cores are in a single nearconvex region. The algorithm to compute the perimeter length
is presented in Algorithm 1. It computes the perimeter length
by examining if the neighbouring cores of each free core are
busy or not. If the neighbouring cores are busy, the perimeter
is increased by one.
2) Half Perimeter based Approach: The perimeter based
approach is restrictive and requires the free cores to be
closely packed together; otherwise, frequent triggering of the
defragmentation process can occur even if the fragmentation
level is not too severe. In light of this, the Half Perimeter
Length (HPL) is an alternative to the perimeter length approach without the restriction. To compute HPL, the smallest
rectangle which includes all the free cores is found. Then the
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ALGORITHM 1: Computing the perimeter length of the free cores
Input: m : number of free cores;
Output: F : the fragmentation metric as the length of the perimeter
enclosing the free cores;
begin
/* i = 1, ..., m
*/
for each free core ni do
for each neighboring cores nj of ni do
if nj is busy then
F ++;
end
end
end
return F
end

perimeter length of the rectangle is computed as the HPL value
by employing the following equation:
F = |max{xi } − min{xj }| + |max{yi } − min{yj }|, ∀i, j
(1)
where xi and yi denote the coordinates of core ni .
Fig. 2 shows an example to compute the HPL value. A
bounding box of size (xj − xi ) × (yj − yi ) can envelope all
the free cores. Therefore, by definition, the HPL value of the
system is (xj − xi ) + (yj − yi ).
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TA (t) is used to denote the expected task number of the tth application (the next one to come). In the AR model, the
objective is to predict TA (t) from a linear combination of the
task numbers of current or previous applications t − 1, t − 2,
... (e.g., TA (t − 1), TA (t − 2), ...).
An AR(p) model with order p can be written as
TˆA (t) = ϕ1 TA (t − 1) + ... + ϕp TA (t − p)

(3)

where {ϕ1 , ..., ϕp } are regression parameters. The predicted
value of TA (t) is denoted as TˆA (t). These coefficients and
parameters can be calculated by methods like Maximum
likelihood estimation as in [24].
We name this fragmentation metric quantification approach
as Minus, the latin word meaning too little. Fig. 3 illustrates
the definition of this approach. It represents the difference
between the number of free cores forming a single contiguous
region and the expected number of cores required by the next
application.
The average number of tasks in one application can be
known by the design time analysis a priori as in [25], or
predicted by Equation 3. In this way, the metric indicates the
difference between the size of a single contiguous region of
free cores and the expected number of tasks of an incoming
application. A positive value of this metric indicates a lack of
free cores to accommodate the incoming application; while a
negative value indicates the largest free region is able to host
the incoming application.

Free Node
Busy Node
nj

, ...

.
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A2

A3

An

yj - yi

Number of free cores of the
largest contiguous region =
Nmax(Y)

.
.
.

ni
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.
.

.
.
. .

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

xj - xi

Fig. 2: Example showing the fragmentation level quantified
by the half perimeter length approach, which evaluates the
perimeter of the smallest rectangle enclosing all the free cores.
3) Core Deficiency based Approach: The above approaches
to quantify the fragmentation level do not consider the knowledge of the incoming application and thus might be less
effective for the scenarios where the number of free cores is
less than the number of tasks in the incoming application. To
overcome such problem, we propose the fragmentation metric
F to be computed as follows.
F = E(TA ) − Nmax (Y )

(2)

where E(TA ) is the expected number of tasks in the incoming
application and TA denotes the random variable indicating the
number of tasks in the predefined set of applications. Y is the
set of discrete contiguous free core regions. Nmax (Y ) is the
number of free cores of the largest free core region in Y .
The task numbers of future applications can be predicted
using the autoregressive (AR) model [24]. In specific, variable

Expected number of tasks in each incoming
application = E(TA)

Fig. 3: Example showing the definition of the Fragmentation
level by the Minus approach.
4) Comparison of the Proposed Metrics: The Peri approach
is the most aggressive, demanding all the free cores located
in a contiguous rectangular approach. This ensures the most
efficient mapping of the incoming applications, but on the
other hand invokes the defragmentation process at the highest
rate. The HPL approach removes the contiguous restriction by
only requiring the free cores to be located in a small region.
By doing so, lower number of defragmentation processes is
carried at runtime, saving time overhead and energy consumption. However, the mapping of the incoming application is
less efficient. The Minus approach estimates the number of
tasks in the incoming application. It exploits this information
to accurately quantify the fragmentation level of the system.
However, it relies on the assumption that the set of applications
is known at design time and the prediction accuracy.
Table III summarizes the differences between the three
approaches.
Since defragmentation process induces computation overhead and energy consumption, this metric (fragmentation
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TABLE III: Comparison of various metrics
Metrics

Restrictiveness

Peri
HPL
Minus

High
Moderate
Low

Require Knowledge
of Future App.
No
No
Yes

Guarantee Subsequent
Contiguous Mapping
Yes
No
No

metric) is compared to a predefined threshold value Tf rag to
determine the time to perform the defragmentation process.
The value of the threshold is investigated in section V-C.
C. Change in Communication Cost due to Task Migration
For a given pair of communicating tasks in A(T, E), communication cost depends mainly on the communication volume
v, measured as the number of packets, and the Manhattan
distance between the cores on which the communicating tasks
are mapped. The total communication cost C of all the running
applications is computed by
X
C(M ) =
v(ek,j ) × dist(M (tk ), M (tj ))
(4)
∀ek,j ∈E

where M is the current mapping function, E is the set
containing all communicating dependencies, v(ek,j ) is the
communication volume on the edge ek,j connecting the tasks
tk and tj , and dist(M (tk ), M (tj )) is the Manhattan distance
between the cores M (tk ) and M (tj ) containing tasks tk and
tj , respectively.
During the defragmentation process, the change in mapping
of running applications may set apart the communicating
tasks, which will result in increased communication cost.
This impact needs to be minimized so as to maintain the
performance of the running applications. The difference between the new cost C(M 0 ) and the original cost C(M ), i.e.,
∆C = C(M 0 ) − C(M ) has to be minimized in order to
improve the performance of the many-core system with a
minimal impact on the running applications.
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applications. The objective of defragmentation is to optimize
fragmentation metric F , defined in Section III-B, which also
corresponds to optimize the communication cost. The decision
variables are reallocation of the free cores by task migration.
Given the current applications’ mapping M in the many-core
system, our aim is to find the new mapping function M ’,
where tasks K can be mapped to designed cores N , such that
min(F )

(6)

Mo ≤ Q

(7)

C(M ) − C(M 0 ) ≤ S

(8)

subject to

where F is the value of fragmentation metric and Q is the
migration overhead constraint in terms of number of cycles,
which limits the time to perform the migration and thus
restricting the total migration cost. These considerations are
essential to provide a good defragmentation result, while minimally affecting the performance of the existing applications
inside the system. S is the communication cost constraint.
The increase in communication cost after task migration has
to be constrained to ensure the enhancement in the overall
performance of the applications.

where dist(M (ti ), M (ti )) represents the hop distance (count)
between the new core M 0 (ti ) and current core M (ti ) for
mapping task ti , w(M (ti )) is the data and context to be
migrated from core M (ti ). The hop distance between cores
is computed as the Manhattan distance between the cores.
The value of Mo is directly related to the time and energy
consumed by the migration process.

IV. T HE D EFRAGMENTATION A LGORITHM
A. Algorithm Overview
The global master (GM) core of the many-core system
computes fragmentation metric whenever there are changes in
mapping of the system, e.g., new applications are launched or
current applications finish execution. If the value of this metric
is greater than a threshold Tf rag , then the defragmentation
process is employed. This process involves the computation
of the new mapping and task migrations. One way to solve
the fragmentation problem is to exhaustively evaluate all the
possible mapping functions (representing various tasks to cores
mappings) and choose the one that achieves the objective in
Equation 6. Although this approach guarantees to find the
optimal solution, the computation complexity is too high to
be performed at runtime. Instead, our proposed lightweight
defragmentation algorithm searches for an efficient solution
with low complexity by performing the following two steps:
1) Locating the migration destinations for free cores
2) Finding efficient migration paths for free cores
Step 1 is to determine the destinations of the free cores so
that they can form a contiguous region. These destinations
will form a contiguous near-convex region to ensure the
efficient mapping of future applications to be launched. All
the free cores will be migrated. In Step 2, we search paths
for the free cores to move to the destinations. This is done
by applying a shortest-path based algorithm. During this step,
the communication cost C is minimized. The final output of
the algorithm is a new mapping function. In this way, we can
achieve the goal with a reasonable computational complexity.

E. Problem Formulation
In defragmentation, the free cores are moved to form a single near-convex free core region to efficiently map incoming

B. Step 1 : Locating the migration destinations for free cores
The destinations of the free cores to be migrated are chosen
to form a region with the minimal fragmentation metric F . Let

D. Analysis on Migration Overhead
Defragmentation process involves task migration which
reallocates some tasks from the current cores to the new
identified cores. Let K ⊂ T be the set of tasks mapped in
the many-core system to be migrated. The migration overhead
Mo depends on the hop count between the current and new
cores [18], and is computed as follows.
X
Mo =
w(M (ti )) × dist(M 0 (ti ), M (ti ))
(5)
∀i
0
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ALGORITHM 2: Finding the convex contiguous region R
Input: m : number of free cores;
Output: R : the convex contiguous region
begin
/* ncen is the center free core having min.
distance to all others
*/
initialize R = {ncen };
/* i = 2, ..., m
*/
for each free core ni do
for each neighboring cores nj of R do
Fj = F (nj ∪ R) ;
/* Evaluate F value */
end
j = arg min Fj ; /* Find the minimum one */
j
R = R ∪ nj ;
end
end

R ⊂ N be the set of cores forming such a region. R can be
found by iteratively adding one core each time such that the
value of F is minimal.
Algorithm 2 shows the process of finding the convex contiguous region R. The algorithm takes the number of free cores
and the current mapping function as input and returns R. At
the start of the algorithm, the first destination is initialized as
the free core with minimal Manhattan distance to all other free
cores. This core is called the center core ncen . By choosing
such a core, the lengths of the migration paths of other free
cores will be minimized. This is to ensure that most of the
free cores can be migrated while observing Equation 7.
In the following iterations, each neighbour of the current
core satisfying Equation 7 will join R one by one in order to
evaluate the length of the resulting perimeter of the region. In
each iteration, the core nj with the minimum length will be
chosen as the next destination. If there are two neighbouring
cores that result in the perimeters of the same length, one
will be randomly chosen. By only choosing the neighbouring
cores, the region R is guaranteed to be contiguous. R is then
updated to include nj , i.e., R = R ∪ nj . Further, by evaluating
the length of the perimeter for every neighbouring cores, R is
a good approximate of a near-convex contiguous region.

C. Step 2 : Finding the migration path for free cores
Free cores are moved to the destination cores one by
one so that the induced communication cost for the running
applications is minimal. The change in communication cost
due to movement of allocated cores is first computed by
employing a cost function. Then, the algorithm to find the
migration path is employed.
1) Cost Function: In moving the free core ni to its adjacent
core nj = M (tr ), i.e., swapping the tasks-to-cores bindings
between cores ni and nj , the change in communication cost
is computed as follows.

c(M, ni , nj ) =

6

P

 tk ∈H(tr ) |dist(ni , M (tk ))


−dist(n , M (t ))|,
j






0,

k

nj is not free
otherwise
(9)

where H(tr ) is a set containing all the tasks belonging to the
same application containing task tr .
The computed cost indicates whether the task has been
moved further or closer to other tasks belonging to the same
application, corresponding to the cost function described in
Equation 4. Instead of computing the communication cost of
the whole application, Equation 4 simplifies the computation
by only calculating the distance between a particular task and
other tasks in the same application. The cost is considered to
be zero if the new core is a free core.
The free core can be virtually moved hop by hop towards
the destination following a path that has the minimal increased
communication cost to running applications. Our algorithm
differs from the classical shortest path algorithm as the cost
varies at each iteration due to its dependency on the decision
made in the previous iterations. We have explored four different path finding algorithms: XY, Greedy, Enhanced Greedy
and Exhaustive path finding. They have different levels of
computational complexity and defragmentation quality.
2) XY Migration Path Finding : To migrate a free core to its
destination, the free core is first migrated to the destination in
the x-direction, i.e. horizontally, and then go in the y-direction
towards the destination. The computational complexity is
minimal, which is O(1). Therefore, the computational time is
negligible and the main overhead is the migration overhead.
However, without considering the impact on the existing
application, it can only bring a limited overall performance
benefit to the system.
3) Greedy Migration Path Finding : In order to take the
performance impact of the existing applications into account,
the free core should carefully determine a path such that the
increase in communication costs of the running applications
is minimal. Without significantly increasing the complexity of
the algorithm, greedy approach is adopted for the path finding,
where free cores are migrated along the link or direction with
smaller cost (Equation 9). Since it does not consider all the
possible paths, it has moderate computational complexity and
better performance than the XY migration path.
4) Enhanced Greedy Migration Path Finding : In order
to search for a migration path of low cost, we propose
an enhanced greedy algorithm as follows. By restricting the
free core migration to the destination in two directions, it is
guaranteed that the migration path has the minimal length. The
migration path finding algorithm is presented in Algorithm
3. A path Ω is a sequence of cores {n1 , n2 , ..., nl } ∈ N ,
where core ni is adjacent to core ni+1 . The new mapping
after moving a free core nv to ni is denoted as Mv,i . The
communication cost induced during this process is computed
by Equation 9. The cost can be computed only after moving
nv to ni . The costs of moving a free core has to be computed
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ALGORITHM 3: Finding Minimal-Cost Migration Path
Input: M : current mapping function, nv : source core, nu :
destination core.
Output: Ω∗ : the Migration Path.
begin
initialize all ν(nv , ni ), ∀i ∈ [1, N ] as ∞, except
ν(nv , nv ) = 0;
/* Shortest Path Computation
*/
for each core ni do
for adjacent core nq do
if ν(nv , ni−1 ) + c(Mv,ni−1 , ni−1 , nq ) < ν(nv , nq )
then
ν(nv , ni ) = ν(nv , ni−1 ) + c(Mv,ni−1 , ni−1 , nq );
update Mv,ni ;
choose nq for next iteration ;
push nq in a queue BT ;
end
end
/* Path Backtracing
*/
ntmp = pop BT ;
while BT is not empty do
Ω∗ = Ω∗ ∪ ntmp ;
ntmp = pop BT ;
end
end

iteratively.
During the initialization, the path cost ν(nv , nv ) is set as
0. In each iteration, the cost of moving free core nv to ni is
computed by using the following equation:

ν(nv , ni ) = min ν(nv , ni−1 ) + c(Mv,ni−1 , ni−1 , ni )
∀µ∈N

(10)
At core ni−1 , the next core µ is chosen which has the
minimal migration cost,

µ∗ = arg min ν(nv , ni−1 ) + c(Mv,ni−1 , ni−1 , nq ) (11)
∗
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TABLE IV: Comparison of the proposed path finding algorithms

XY
Greedy
Enhanced Greedy
Exhaustive

Computational
Complexity
O(d)
O(d)
O(d2 ) 
W +H
O max{W,H}

Involve
Cost Eval.?
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Optimality
Suboptimal
Suboptimal
Suboptimal
Optimal

Comp.
Time
Low
Low
Moderate
High

network diameter of the many-core system, i.e., the maximum
hop count from one core to another. The same process is
repeated for all the free cores one after another. Therefore, the
resulting time complexity is O(md), where m is the number
of free cores. Moreover, simple dedicated hardware can be
developed to accelerate the process further, but this is out of
the scope of this paper. The detailed analysis of the execution
time of the proposed algorithm is provided in Section V-I. In
our proposed scheme, Defrag, this path finding algorithm is
used as it is light weight and provides good quality of solution.
5) Exhaustive Migration Path Finding : To find the best
migration path, evaluating all the possible paths and selecting
the path having the minimal cost is the simplest way. We assume the free cores are migrated to the destinations following
the minimal path, i.e., the path of the minimal possible hop
W +H
count. Following this assumption, there are totally max{W,H}
possible paths in the worst case, where W is the number of
cores in the x-direction and H is the number of cores in the
y-direction. The time complexity of the exhaustive algorithm
is clearly exponential with respect to the system size, which
is not scalable as the system size increases.
6) Comparison between different Path Finding Algorithms
: Comparison of the four path finding algorithms in terms of
computational complexity and achieved quality are tabulated
in Table IV.

∀q∈N

∗

where µ is the index of the core chosen for iteration i.
The selected edges and the mapping function to achieve
this transition Mv,µ∗ at each core ni are remembered for back
tracing in order to identify the minimal cost path. These cores
are selected at each iteration in the algorithm.
The optimal path with the minimal cost, Ω∗ is found by
following the iterations in Algorithm 3. For a free core nv to
move to the destination core nu , the path cost ν is:
ν(nv , nu ) =

l−1
X

c(Mni ,ni+1 , ni , ni+1 )

(12)

i=1

where l is the length of the path, Mni ,ni+1 is the new
mapping after moving the free core ni to core ni+1 ,
c(Mni ,ni+1 , ni , ni+1 ) is the cost of moving core ni to core
ni+1 .
After computing the best migration paths, the free cores can
be migrated to the destinations by following these paths.
In Algorithm 2, the time complexity is O(m), where m
is the number of free cores at that particular instance. In
Algorithm 3, the computations described in Equation 11
and 10 are done in parallel for each core ni,j at each step
i. This leads to a time complexity of O(d), where d is the

D. Extension to Torus and Folded Torus
The defragmentation algorithm can be extended to work on
other mesh-like topologies. To adopt to different topologies,
(1) the fragmentation metric, and (2) the path searching
algorithms need to be updated. First, in torus and folded torus,
each row and column are rings. Two nodes in the leftmost
and rightmost of the first row are considered fragmented in
mesh, but contiguous in torus since they have a long link to
connect them directly. To reflect the effect of adding links in
torus/folded torus, the NoC is virtually extended by mirroring
in Y and X directions, as in Fig. 4(a). Here, four free cores are
in the system. After the mirroring in Y and X directions, the
chip is expanded such that cores connected by long links in
torus are geometrically adjacent. The fragmentation metric is
calculated using the concept of HPL to this virtually expanded
system as shown in Fig. 4(b). We start from a free node, say
node 1, in this example. Then we find a bounding box in
the expanded system to bound both free nodes 1 and 2. This
process continues until all the free nodes are bounded by a
rectangle in the virtually expanded system. HPL is calculated
based on this bounding box.
Second, the path selection algorithm can use the torus XY
routing algorithm. In specific, a free core region is found as
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the destination region in the top right corner of the system
as in Section IV-C. Free nodes are migrated to the respective
destinations using the torus XY routing [26] algorithm.
Indirect network topologies have less severe fragmentation
problem, since the largest hop count is bounded. For example,
in a tree topology, the maximum hop count between two nodes
are bounded to be 2× tree level. Defragmentation in such
topologies will be considered as future extension.
mirror
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3
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3
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TABLE V: Experimental Setup
Configuration of System Simulator for Extracting Traces
Fetch/Decode/Commit size
4/4/4
ROB size
64
L1 D cache (private)
16KB, 2-way, 32B line,
2 cycles, 2 ports,
dual tags
L1 I cache (private)
32KB, 2-way, 64B line,
2 cycles
L2 cache (shared)
64KB slice/core, 64B
MESI protocol
line, 6 cycles, 2 ports
Main memory size
2GB
Parameters of the Noxim Simulator
Data packet size
8 flits
NoC latency
router 2 cycles,
link 1 cycle
NoC buffer
5 × 4 flits
Application arrival rate
100-10,000 cycles
Routing algorithm
XY routing
Statistics of the Random Task Graphs
Average number of tasks
8
Average communication volume 25-100
Average degree
4
Average number of edges
16
Realistic Task Graphs from SPLASH-2 and PARSEC
fft16, fft64, fluidanimate, freqmine, barnes, raytrace

Δy

1

Busy Node

2
Δx

(b)

Fig. 4: Example showing the fragmentation level quantified
by the half perimeter length approach in torus. (a) The torus
network is virtually mirrored to consider the wrapping long
links. (b) The fragmentation level of torus is found in this
virtually extended system which evaluates perimeter of the
smallest rectangle enclosing all the free cores.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
The proposed algorithm is implemented by extending
Noxim [27], a SystemC-based NoC Simulator. In the experiment, we first investigate the impact of different fragmentation metrics on performance, followed by studying the
fragmentation threshold. The impact of prediction accuracy of
the task numbers in incoming applications is then evaluated.
Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm
by augmenting our approach to existing runtime mapping
algorithms, to study the performance improvement brought by
our approach to them. The energy consumption includes task
migration energy.
The Defrag algorithm’s overhead is the time and energy
consumption incurred when running the algorithm in the
global manager (GM) core. Before running the algorithm, the
application-to-core region mapping information should be collected and sent to the GM core to calculate the fragmentation
metric. During the migration, the free core is swapped with
the core running a task in the migration path. The task is
interrupted with context saved on the local memory. If there

are some pending data to be sent in the local memory, these
data should finish sending in the original core. The contexts
and the local data from the original core running the task
are migrated to the original free core. Once the migration
finishes, the task in the new core can resume execution time
by recovering the context. Finally, the new position of the task
is broadcasted to the predecessor tasks in the system.
There are mainly two types of mapping algorithms that are
used as baselines for the comparison: non-contiguous mapping
denoted as nearest neighbour (NN) [28] and contiguous mapping denoted as Contig [29]. The proposed defragmentation
approach is augmented with them, denoted as NN+Defrag
and Contig+Defrag. For the case of non-contiguous mapping,
we have also implemented the task reallocation algorithm of
[19] denoted as TR in the evaluation. Random and realistic
applications are executed to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed defragmentation algorithm.
DSENT [30] is used to estimate the power consumed by the
NoC. The configurations of the task graphs, many-core system
and NoC parameters are listed in Table V. The randomly
generated task graphs are created with various tree-like and
pipe-like applications which have random computation time
and communication volume. The realistic task graphs are
generated from the traces of SPLASH-2 [31] and PARSEC
[32]. These traces are collected by executing the fft16, fft64,
fluidanimate, freqmine, barnes and raytrace applications in
a 8 × 8 NoC-based many-core system. The migration cost
is modelled using similar approach as in [18]. It has been
observed that the fragmentation would not matter a lot for
an application that has a very little or no communication. To
address this concern, we identified a communication volume
threshold that defines whether to trigger defragmentation or
not. In our experiments, the value of this threshold is 10Kb
based on the fact that contexts and data of a task are in the
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Fig. 5: Experimental results showing changes in correlation
values with many-core system of different sizes.
order of 10-1000Kb. If the applications overall communication
volume is below this threshold, it is not beneficial to perform
the defragmentation.
The evaluations are done by executing 100 random or
realistic applications. The inter-application arrival period is set
randomly ranging from 100 to 100, 000 cycles. The number
of tasks in each application follows normal distribution. The
mapping and defragmentation process is employed by the
Global Master (GM) core.
B. Evaluation of Different Fragmentation Metrics
To evaluate the computation overhead and accuracy of
different fragmentation metrics, different mappings of the
applications and placements of free cores are evaluated to
see if they can reflect the increase in the communication
cost. Applications with different numbers of tasks are mapped
to the free cores with the average packet delay measured.
Defrag is then performed with different fragmentation metrics
discussed in Section III-B. A high correlation between the
delay and a fragmentation metric indicates that the corresponding fragmentation metric can accurately reflect the level of
fragmentation. The correlation is calculated using the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient:
ρX,Y =

cov(X, Y )
σX · σY

(13)

where X, Y are the variables, σX is the standard deviation
of variable X, and cov(X, Y ) is the covariance between
variables X and Y . The value of the coefficient falls between
+1 and −1, where +1 means total positive correlation and −1
mean total negative correlation. The value of the fragmentation
metric should be positively correlated to the average packet
delay, which indicates that the fragmentation metric is truly
reflecting the communication delay between the tasks.
Fig. 5 shows the variation of the correlation value against
the size of the NoC platform. From Fig. 5, the performance
of all the fragmentation metric increases with the size of
the many-core system. This is because the packet delay of
smaller system is dominated by the delay in buffering and
congestion. When the size of the system increases, the impact
of the communication distance on packet delay increases,
whereas the fragmentation metrics are designed to capture the
increase in both communication distance and delay. As shown

9

in Fig. 5, the HPL performs consistently better than the other
two metrics.
The Peri approach is worse than HPL because it is too
restrictive, demanding all the free cores to be within a single contiguous region. However, the packet delay does not
increase significantly even if there is a slight deviation in the
shape of continuity of the free cores. Therefore, this approach
cannot capture the characteristic of the packet delay variation.
For the Minus approach, even though it includes the information of the next application, the performance is not
satisfactory. When the size of the system is small, it performs
better than the Peri approach. However, when the size of
the system increases, Peri approach performs significantly
better than Minus. This is because Minus does not evaluate
the shape of the free regions and the shape of the free
regions have significant impact on the performance of the
applications. Therefore, ignoring this important aspect leads
to poor evaluation of the packet delay.
On the other hand, the HPL approach is less restrictive
than the Peri approach, allowing slight variation in free core
arrangements. It is only sensitive to the absolute separation of
the free cores and thus is able to reflect the communication
delay effectively.
C. Threshold for Fragmentation Metric
When new applications are launched or current applications
finish execution, the fragmentation metric in Section III-B
is evaluated to examine the level of fragmentation of the
system. The GM core will compare the metric with a predefined threshold Tf rag to determine whether to perform the
defragmentation process or not. Tf rag is normalized with
respect to the system size, so that 0 ≤ Tf rag ≤ 1. Since
defragmentation process involves task migrations, frequent
execution of the process will increase the execution time of
the application and the power consumption of the system.
Therefore, the threshold value is used to control the frequency
of executing the defragmentation process. We performed an
experiment for executing 100 applications on an 8 × 8 manycore system to investigate the effect of threshold value on the
effectiveness of the defragmentation process.
The experimental results show that the system performance,
measured as the time to finish all the applications, degrades
with a larger Tf rag . The reason is due to the reduced frequency
of calling the defragmentation process, given a larger Tf rag .
On the other hand, the energy consumed by the system decreases due to the reduction in reallocation computations and
task migrations, given a larger Tf rag . When increasing Tf rag
from 0 to 1, the energy consumption is reduced by 9.44%,
but the total execution time of all applications is increased by
7.60%. The observed results show that performance (execution
time) and energy consumption scale linearly with increasing
value of Tf rag . Therefore, one can adjust Tf rag to optimize
performance and energy consumption.
D. Evaluating the Effect of the Prediction Accuracy of the
Number of Tasks
The effectiveness of the fragmentation metric depends on
the prediction accuracy of the number of tasks of the incoming
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Fig. 6: Overall execution time and energy consumption with
respect to the prediction errors (%).
applications. This is because the fragmentation metric evaluates the level of fragmentation by comparing the expected
number of tasks and the number of free cores of the largest
contiguous region. To evaluate this effect on the system performance and energy consumption, we execute 100 applications
with number of tasks following normal distribution of different
standard deviations. The size of the many-core system is 8×8.
The threshold Tf rag is set at 0 to maximize the effectiveness
of the defragmentation. Prediction accuracy is measured as the
prediction error, which is defined as the difference between the
expected number of tasks and the actual number of tasks of
the incoming application.
Fig. 6 shows the normalized execution time and energy consumption against the prediction error. As shown in the figure,
both the execution time and energy consumption increase with
the prediction error in the number of tasks. This is because the
prediction accuracy is decreasing and defragmentation process
is not executed even if it is necessary.
E. Impact of Application Arrival Rate
The previous evaluations assume a fixed inter-application
arrival rate. The interval is set based on Poisson Distribution
with a given rate. In this section, we study the impact of
inter-application arrival rate on the overall execution time. The
applications are considered to be arriving in a random interval.
Applications will be mapped onto the many-core system if
there are enough free cores. If not, they will be waiting in a
queue.
The variation of the throughput against different arrival rate
when various approaches are employed is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7: Impact of the arrival rate on the throughput by comparing (a) NN, TR and NN+Defrag, where the throughput results
are normalized to NN+Defrag; (b) Contig and Contig+Defrag,
where the throughput results are normalized to Contig+Defrag.
In Fig. 7(a), the results are normalized to the throughput of
NN+Defrag. In Fig. 7(b), the results are normalized to the
throughput of Contig+Defrag. The throughput is measured
as the number of applications that finish execution in 106
cycles. Fig. 7 shows that the proposed algorithm improves
throughput over both contiguous and non-contiguous mappings. The throughput of NN+Defrag is significantly higher
than NN only and TR, especially when the arrival rate is
high. It can be seen that the improvement of NN+Defrag
over NN is more significant as the arrival rate increases.
The reason is that, when the workload is high, the frequent
allocation and deallocation of the application cause severe
fragmentation, degrading the performance of the system due
to high communication overheads of the applications.
F. Evaluation for Randomly Generated Task Graphs
Fig. 8 compares overall execution time and energy consumption of TR, NN+Defrag, Contig, Contig+Defrag, and
NN, with different system sizes and average communication
volume in applications. The results are normalized to those
of NN. Threshold Tf rag is set to be 0 to maximize the
effectiveness of the defragmentation.
In the case of non-contiguous mapping, on average,
NN+Defrag reduces execution time by 35.6% (maximum
59%) and 34% (maximum 50%) when compared to NN and
TR, respectively. NN+Defrag reduces energy consumption by
40.6% (maximum 69%) and 39% (maximum 61%) over NN
and TR, respectively. In TR, free cores might be scattered.
Therefore, tasks of the incoming application are mapped to
non-contiguous regions, increasing the inter-task communication overhead and thus degrading the performance in TR. On
the other hand, as can be seen from Fig. 8, NN+Defrag has
the best performance. This is mainly due to the reduced intertask communication distance by grouping the free cores into
one contiguous region before the mapping of the incoming
application.
In the case of contiguous mapping, on average, Contig+Defrag shows a 28% reduction in execution time when
compared to Contig. Moreover, the defragmentation approach
also improves the energy consumption significantly. At most
55% (average 28%) reduction in energy consumption is observed by augmenting Defrag to Contig. The reason is as
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Fig. 8: Execution time and network energy comparison of the mapping algorithms and those augmented with Defrag for random
applications. (a) and (b) show the overall execution time and energy consumption results with different NoC sizes. (c) and (d)
show the overall execution time and energy consumption for 14 × 14 NoC with different average communication volumes.
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Fig. 9: Execution time and network energy comparison of the mapping algorithms and those augmented with Defrag for real
applications. (a) and (b) show the overall execution time and energy consumption results with different NoC sizes. (c) and (d)
show the overall execution time and energy consumption for 14 × 14 NoC with different average communication volumes.
follows. In contiguous mapping, each application is allocated
to a rectangle shaped free core region. After multiple times
of allocation and deallocation, the free core regions becomes
highly irregular. Newly launched applications are mapped to
core regions with increased distance. Our proposed approach
can improve the Contig approach by reshaping the irregular
free core region into a regular and contiguous one with low
communication distance.
G. Evaluation for Realistic Task Graphs
Fig. 9 shows the normalized total execution time and
energy consumption for realistic task graphs when different
algorithms are employed.
For non-contiguous mapping, on average, NN+Defrag reduces the total execution time by 34% and 22% over NN
and TR, respectively. The energy consumption of NN+Defrag
is reduced by 44% and 33% over NN and TR, respectively.
In the case of contiguous mapping, Contig+Defrag reduces
execution time and energy consumption by 28% (maximum
58%) and 25% (maximum 50%), respectively when compared
to Contig.
H. Evaluation of Different Path Searching Algorithms
To select the best path searching algorithm to find the free
core migration path in Section IV-C, evaluations are performed

to investigate the overall performance and energy benefit by
the path searching algorithms.
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the normalized execution time and
energy consumption for executing 100 randomly generated and
realistic applications respectively by employing different path
searching algorithms. As shown in the figures, NN+Defrag
approach performs better when compared to other three approaches. In XY approach, the performance impact on the
existing applications is totally ignored. The communication
cost of other applications is very likely to be increased. This
offsets the performance benefit and makes it sometimes worse
than the NN approach. In the Greedy approach, the migration
path is chosen in such a way that the communication costs
of the existing applications are not significantly increased.
However, due to the greedy nature of the path searching
algorithm, the migration path is often not optimal and thus
offsetting the performance benefit. Therefore, it performs
better than the simple XY approach and often shows slight
reduction in the execution time and energy consumption.
The NN+Defrag approach enhances the greedy approach to
search more paths. Therefore, it performs significantly better
than XY and Greedy approaches. The Exhaustive approach
has a high computational complexity and thus the performance
benefit it gains is totally offset by the computation overhead
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Fig. 10: Execution time and network energy comparison of different path selection algorithms for random applications. (a)
and (b) show the overall execution time and energy consumption results at different NoC sizes. (c) and (d) show the overall
execution time and energy consumption for 12 × 12 NoC with different average communication volumes.
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and sometimes worse than the baseline NN approach, especially when the network size is large.
In this experiment, we have shown that the path search
algorithm must be chosen in a way that it delivers a solution
of satisfactory quality with a moderate computational cost. In
this case, the NN+Defrag is able to achieve this requirement.
I. Analysis of Defragmentation Overhead
The defragmentation overhead is composed of two parts:
the computation and migration overhead. The computation
overhead is the time for computing the destinations and the
corresponding migration paths. The migration overhead is
the actual migration time of the tasks. The amount of data
transmission is 64 packets having a size of 64 flits. This
accounts for 256 Kb data transmission.
It has been observed that the average computation overhead
is 67, 284 cycles on average for each defragmentation process
on a 10 × 10 platform. The average migration overhead is
around 88, 055 cycles. Since the defragmentation process is
invoked only when applications arrive or finish execution, the
defragmentation process completes before the next application
arrives. In this way, idle system time is utilized with low
overhead. Experimental results have shown that the execution
time of each application is about 6, 000, 000 cycles on average.

Computation Time(103 cycles) Computation Time(103 cycles)

Fig. 11: Execution time and network energy comparison of different path selection algorithms for real applications. (a) and (b)
show the overall execution time and energy consumption results at different NoC sizes. (c) and (d) show the overall execution
time and energy consumption for 12 × 12 NoC with different average communication volumes.
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Fig. 12: Comparisons of the computation times of different
path searching algorithms on different system sizes. (a) shows
the computation times of XY, Greedy, and the NN+Defrag.
(b) shows the comparison between NN+Defrag and Exhaust.
Thus, the defragmentation process only accounts for less than
2.6% of the overall execution time. This runtime overhead is
trivial when compared to the performance benefits.
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Fig. 13: Figures showing the effectiveness of the defragmentation algorithm under different topologies. (a) and (b) show the
reduction in execution time and energy consumption under the 2D torus topology. (c) and (d) show the reduction in execution
time and energy consumption under the folded torus topology.
The computation overheads of the four path searching algorithms are further investigated to demonstrate their scalability
under network of different sizes. Fig. 12 shows the computation times for different path searching algorithms with different
system sizes. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the computation time of
the XY and Greedy Algorithm varies approximately linearly
with the network size, while the NN+Defrag algorithm varies
quadratically. Although the scalability of the NN+Defrag algorithm is slightly worse than XY and Greedy Algorithm, the
performance benefit is much higher by finding the migration
path of lower cost. In Fig. 12(b), the computation time of
the Exhaust approach grows exponentially with the network
size, which is impractical for large systems. The NN+Defrag
approach can provide a good solution with a much lower
complexity.
J. Evaluation on Torus and Folded Torus Topology
Fig. 13 shows the reductions in execution time and energy
consumption with different sizes and network topologies. As
shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b), in torus topology, NN+Defrag
reduces the execution time by a maximum of 24.4% and
energy consumption by 24.2% when compared to NN. In
folded torus topology, NN+Defrag reduces execution time by
a maximum of 37.8% and energy consumption by 37.6%
when compared to NN, as observed in Fig. 13(c) and (d).
In the case of folded torus topology, the network diameter
is smaller and the migration overhead is reduced. Moreover,
since the free cores take a shorter path to migrate to the
corresponding destinations, the computational complexity of
the path searching algorithm is also decreased. This results
in a higher performance benefit when the defragmentation
algorithm is employed in the folded torus topology. While the
2D torus topology also reduces the network diameter, the long
links in the network increase the wire delay and the energy
consumption. Therefore, the benefit margin is smaller in the
torus topology than folded torus topology.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel runtime resource
management approach, Defrag, to improve the communication
efficiency and reduce the energy consumption of applications
for many-core systems. Defrag periodically reallocates scattered free cores to form a regular and contiguous free core
region. We demonstrated that our Defrag approach can be

augmented to both contiguous and non-contiguous mapping
approaches to achieve significantly better performance and
lower energy consumption. By using our defragmentation
approach, we achieve a reduction of 41% in overall execution
time and a reduction of 42% in energy consumption when
augmented to the existing runtime mapping algorithms. Furthermore, the computational overhead of the defragmentation
process accounts only for less than 2.6% of the overall
execution time. Therefore, the proposed Defrag scheme is
an effective augmentation over existing runtime mapping
algorithms to improve both communication performance and
energy consumption. In future, we plan to extend our approach
to other topologies such as tree and small-world network.
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